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About This Game
Planet RIX-13 is а 2D adventure, in which you play as a space explorer engaged in searching for planets potentially suitable for
life. While scanning the next target, you lost control of your ship and had to make an emergency landing. Besides, it quickly
became clear that you are not the first person on this planet. You need to find out what was the cause of the accident, and also to
find a way to leave this planet and come back home.
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This was my first VR experience. I find it quite difficult but addictive. These games are fun playing with friends. I initially
purchased this game back in 2003 and didn't hesitate to purcahse a copy on Steam. The gameplay is solid and simple with
enough variability to give it good replay value. Very enjoyable with good music and graphics considering its age. Well worth the
price for an indie game.. The DLC is a nice addition to the game, giving you two free weapons at the start that are also better
than half of the swords in the game. The pouch upgrades increases your longetivity, too, opening new styles of playing with all
those extra cartibriges and darts.
The game is totally playable without this DLC though. After all, in normal circumstances you won't need the extra bullets, as
there aren't that many enemies who have to be taken down from afar. Ability to combat with plain attacks isn't that important in
the early games either, and during the late game you'll probably have already made more than enough money to buy everything,
thanks to the trade system.. awesome sound tracks!. Stop giving these people money until they figure out how to balance a
simple combat encounter.. Bleigh!
8\/10. I was so excited when I discovered this game, since I really enjoyed the last 4 Midnight Mysteries games I was
anticipating a good game just like the ones before. Unfortunatly, from the opening scenes to the main menu into the gameplay
all it did was lag. lag, lag, lag. the opening scene which should only take a few seconds to get through, took 5 minutes. I tired
skipping through thinking maybe just the opening scenes were the problem but I was wrong.
My excitement to play this game turned to disappointment when I couldn't get it to run without lagging. Hopefully Steam will let
me get a refund.. I normally list good and bad things in my reviews, but this game doesn't really have anything of the former...

doesn't remember any of the settings (language, full screen, sounds\/music volume)
storyline is nothing interesting
dialogues are rather useless and disturbing, I feel like reading a book
devs say it's non-linear - it is linear as hell!
4 turrets types only
no upgrades between missions, no long term strategic decisions
turrets upgrades are linear and have 2-3 levels only (unless it didn't play long enough)
you can only place turrets in designated spots and there is usually about 10 of them on the map
you usually start with enough cash to place all the turrets and within 2 waves you upgrade them all to maximum
the rest of the game is spamming repair button and pressing skip on these stupid dialogue pop ups
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The last stand game mode is very fun, great coop action against hoards of enemies. Progressive levelling of characters gives it
longevity.. DA!!!\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! My best purchase this year! Screw PUBG, BFV, Black Ops IV and
the rest.. THIS IS THE THING YOU WANT!. its good it needs more cars lile the cummins ford and a horn added in and add
the nissan skyline an nissan gtr and drag cars. I haven't had this fun in VR in a long time! The gameplay is really good. I had so
much fun with the battle royale game mode. The only thing the developers should improve is the english, because the language
is really broken, which makes the game appear amateurish.
EDIT: After playing a bit more, I discover the the game crashes *a lot*. In this state I cannot recommend it. I hope they fix it
soon.
EDIT AGAIN: Bug is fixed after a short time, so that's an extra reason to recommend this game!. Nice countryside rail and very
nice loco. I have to say that i realy enjoy this game. There are some bugs here and there, but overall i like it.
It is not the same as Farmingsimulator from giants. But this game has elements and features that giants dont add and vica versa.
. I would recommend this game if it worked. It does not. As soon as I open a second oil field, the whole game crashes. Every
time. The upshot of this is that only a handful of scenarios are playable, including the tutorial.
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